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The Vialattea skiing area is in Piedmont, in the North-West of Italy, and is

easy to reach by car or bus, with a one hour drive from Turin airport and a

little more than two hours from Milan airport.

The Vialattea is one of the world’s largest ski areas with 400km of

perfectly linked ski slopes, connecting some of the most beautiful Italian

ski resorts: Sestriere, Sauze d’Oulx, Sansicario, Cesana, Pragelato, Claviere

and the French resort of Montgenèvre. The area hosted the XX Winter

Olympics Torino 2006, for which many new lifts and ski facilities were

built.

The expanse and variety of this skiing area can satisfy both the most

demanding skiers (thanks to the long and difficult slopes) and beginners.

The Vialattea resorts are also known for the excellent food and wines. In

fact there are more than 30 on-piste bar-restaurants set in stone and

wood chalets with sun terraces offering incomparable views over the

surrounding mountains.

VIALATTEA SKI AREAS - (1.350m – 2.800m)

The Vialattea Skipass includes the 5 resorts of the Italian Vialattea (Sestriere, Sauze d’Oulx, Cesana-

Sansicario, Claviere-Monti della Luna and the Pragelato cable car) and the 6 day skipass also includes 1 day

in Montgenevre (French part of the Vialattea).



Sestriere, situated at 2,035 metres above sea level and only

100 km from Turin, is the star at the centre of the Alpine

MilkyWay (Vialattea), always on show for world-class

winter sporting events.  Continually living up to its

reputation and glamour, it hosted numerous World Cup

events, a World Championship and was the Olympic site

for Alpine Skiing in 2006.

 

SESTRIERE

Sestriere constantly offers its best in all aspects:

the wide variety of sporting activities offered,

the capacity and efficiency of its lift system, the

high quality and comfort of its accommodation,

the exclusiveness of the shops, the refined

restaurants and the entertainment.



Hotel Principi di Piemonte ****S ( BB/HB ) - On request

Grand Hotel Sestriere **** (HB) - On request

Shackleton Mountain Resort ****S (BB/HB)  –  On request

Hotel Cristallo ****( HB) – Free Sale

Hotel Belvedere **** (HB) – Free Saele

Villaggio Olimpico RTA **** (SC/HB) – Free Sale

Hotel Residence Palace 1 & 2 RTA *** (SC/HB) – Free Sale

Hotel Gran Roc *** ( BB/HB ) - On request

Hotel Biancaneve *** (HB) – On request

Hotel Olimpic *** (HB) – On request

Sud Ovest *** (HB) – Free Sale

Torre  Rossa & Duchi d’Aosta *** (BB/HB) – Free Sale

SESTRIERE ACCOMMODATIONS



HOTEL PRINCIPI DI PIEMONTE ****S 
BB / HB - On request 

THE HOTEL
The Principi di Piemonte is a

welcoming and refined superior

4 star hotel. The hotel is located

in a panoramic position

approximately one kilometre

from the centre of Sestriere, with

direct access to the ski slopes.

The hotel has its own spacious

meeting room which can

accommodate up to 200 people,

theatre style.

ROOMS
All rooms of Principi di

Piemonte are decorated in

typical Alpine style. 

Rooms are equipped with:

phone, Wi-fi, TV 38″ with full

subscription to Sky, safe,

walk-in closet/wardrobe,

minibar, complimentary

toiletries, hairdryer. 

Bathrobe and slippers are

provided.

BAR & RESTAURANTS
The ground floor

offers an elegant reception,

an art-deco bar with two

large rooms and a

delicious pre-dinner aperitif,

a gourmet à la carte

restaurant and the main

restaurant with stunning

views over the valley.

WELLNESS CENTER
The modern and elegant

Wellness Center offers

guests, with a reduced price,

a gym, a heated pool and a

Jacuzzi. You can also enjoy

the Finnish sauna, and

Turkish bath. You can find

complete relaxation with

treatments and  ersonalized

massages.



GRAND HOTEL SESTRIERE ****
BB/HB - On request

THE HOTEL
This elegant 4 star

hotel is situated 150 metres

from the main square (Piazza

Fraiteve) and 450 metres from

the main ski slopes and lifts.

The Grand Hotel Sestriere is also

the ideal venue for meetings

and incentive events.

Multipurpose conference rooms

are available for between 20 and

250 people.

ROOMS
The Grand Hotel Sestriere,

with its 100 rooms with a

mountain view, between

standard, superior,

Junior Suites and Suites, all

elegantly and comfortably

furnished, offers a

pleasant and attractive stay

to all its guests

BAR & RESTAURANTS
Communal areas include a

large lobby bar with piano

and billiard table, a glass

veranda with wooden stoves,

breakfast room and main

restaurant and an à la carte

restaurant set in a

charmingly decorated wine

cellar that hosts over 1800

different types of wine

WELLNESS CENTER
The beauty farm 

includes a Sauna,

Turkish bath, Jacuzzi, Gym

and treatment rooms.



SHACKLETON MOUNTAIN RESORT ****
BB/HB - On request

THE HOTEL
This charming boutique hotel is

situated in a panoramic position

300 metres from the main

square (Piazza

Fraiteve) and 600 metres

from the main ski slopes and

lifts.

ROOMS
The 19 rooms are divided into

four typologies according to

their size.  All have a

common style but each has a

personal appeal which makes

it unique. Warm colours and

antique furniture complete

comfortable and state-of-the-

art settings (LCD satellite TV,

Internet, electronic

temperature control. 

BAR & RESTAURANT
The Shackleton Lounge

Bar, at the top of the hotel,

is ideal for an aperitif and

offers panoramic views

across the mountains from

its floor-to-ceiling windows.

The main bar / restaurant, on

the ground floor, is warm

and welcoming and here

breakfast and dinner is

served.

SERVICES
At the Shackleton Mountain

Resort you will also find a

state-of-the-art gym, a

personal trainer / ski

instructor and

a conference/meeting room.



HOTEL CRISTALLO ****
HB - Free Sale

THE HOTEL
Just accross the road from the

main lifts and ski slopes, the

Hotel Cristallo in Sestriere is

located in a unique and

exclusive position in the

centre of the resort.

 

ROOMS
The Hotel Cristallo has a total

of 46 elegantly furnished and

decorated rooms,

with all comforts, and

panoramic views on request.

Included in the total are 4

deluxe rooms and 4 Junior

Suites

BAR & RESTAURANTS
The hotel has two

restaurants

open to the public, where

guests enjoy a mix of

national and international

cuisine and wines. 

Guests can enjoy a large

lounge bar, a fitness area

with gym, Jacuzzi, Turkish

bath and solarium.

SERVICES
The Hotel Cristallo also

offers a meeting room with a

capacity of up to 100 people,

The room is equipped with a

private bar, cloakroom, and

toilets. Guests can enjoy a

large lounge bar, a fitness

area with gym, Jacuzzi,

Turkish bath and solarium.



HOTEL BELVEDERE **** 
HB - On request

THE HOTEL
The Hotel Belvedere  is situated

in a panoramic position, 1200

metres from the main square

(Piazza Fraiteve) and 800 metres

from the closest ski slopes and

lifts.

The hotel shuttle bus is on hand

to take people both to the

centre and the ski slopes.

 

ROOMS
 

 

The Belvedere offers its guests a

warm and refined atmosphere

with elegantly furnished rooms

equipped with all comforts

desired. The hotel has 31

standard rooms, 4 Deluxe rooms

enriched with refined decorated

ceilings and a Luxor suite on two

floors with a breath-taking

panoramic view and a bathroom

BAR & RESTAURANT
The

communal areas include an

elegant restaurant, a bar and

lounge area. 

.

SERVICES
The Hotel Belvedere also

offers a wellness

centre which houses a

Jacuzzi, sauna, steam room

and gym.



VILLAGGIO OLIMPICO SESTRIERE ****
HB - Free Sale

THE HOTEL
 

The Olympic Village in Sestriere,

built to host the athletes of the

2006 Winter Olympics, is

situated on the ski slopes, 600

metres from the centre of the

resort.

 

ROOMS
The complex has a total of 350

comfortable and well-equipped

apartments. The majority of

these apartments are 2-roomed

with a double/twin bedroom

and a living area with a sofa

bed for 2 people and kitchen

corner. There are also a few 3-

roomed apartments which have

an extra bedroom and 

 bathroom.

BARS &
RESTAURANTS

This dynamic village offers a

buffet restaurant for

breakfast and dinner, a

Pizzeria take away and a

pizza corner in the buffet,

and a healthy corner.

SERVICES
The village offers: a

sun terrace, swimming pool,

gym, wellness centre,

entertainment team, theatre

with a different show every

evening, mini-club, and

numerous shops.



PALACE RESIDENCE RTA *** 
SC/HB – Free Sale 

THE HOTEL & APARTMENTS
Palace residence is a modern

residential compound consisting of

two separate buildings

located in a panoramic point in

Sestriere. Palace 1 is situated 750

metres from the main square (Piazza

Fraiteve) and 1100 metres from the

main ski lifts, Palace 2

is situated 850 metres from the

main square (Piazza Fraiteve) and

1200 metres from the

main ski lifts. Both residences are

served by the resort ski bus.

ROOMS
Palace 1 has a total of 96

apartments and Palace 2 148

apartments. Guests can choose

between formula residence and

formula hotel with half board (available

in Palace 2 only). The residence has 3-

roomed apartments for up to 6 people

(majority found in Palace 2) and 2-

roomed apartments for up to 4 people

(majority found in Palace 1). All

apartments have

a well-equipped lounge and kitchen

area and panoramic balcony.

SERVICES
Both residences have a bar

area with free wi-fi, gym and

sauna, games room,

laundrette, miniclub and an

in-house entertainment

team. Palace 2 also has a

restaurant and minimarket.



HOTEL GRAN ROC ***
BB/HB - On request 

THE HOTEL
The Hotel Gran Roc directly

facing onto the Sestriere ski

slopes, Renovated during the

summer of 2019, it's a mix of

tradition and innovation,

ROOMS
Each rooms, offer furnishings that

combine the typical warmth of a

mountain environment with the

essential lines of modern design. All

rooms offer the best comforts: private

bathrooms with showers,

complimentary toiletry sets and hair

dryers, free wi-fi internet and winter air-

conditioning that can be adjusted to

suit your preferences.

 
SERVICES

The large lounge bar,

decorated in typical Alpine

style and cozy restaurant are

the perfect place to relax

yourself after a day on the

slopes.

The hotel offers also a

shuttle service, in scheduled

time, from/ to the centre.



HOTEL SUD OVEST ***
HB - Free sale

THE HOTEL
The Sud-Ovest, situated in a

residential area, on the resort

bus line, 400m from the main

square (Piazza Fraiteve) and

800m from the main ski lifts has

been recently renovated,

offering its guests a warm and

personal welcome for a relaxing

holiday.

 

ROOMS
The hotel has a total of 24

bedrooms of varying sizes, all

offering a private safe,

direct-dial telephone and

satellite TV. The Comfort

category rooms have been

completely renovated and

offer free Internet

Connection. There are also

family rooms, with two

separate bedrooms.

SERVICES
Public areas include a TV

lounge, a bar area, and

restaurant where you will

discover tastes of the

Piedmontese and classic

Italian cuisine and wines.

.



HOTEL BIANCANEVE ***
HB - On request

THE HOTEL
Hotel Biancaneve is a friendly

well-run 3 star hotel situated

450m from the slopes

and 600m from the main square

(Piazza Fraiteve).

 

ROOMS
The hotel has a total of 51

bedrooms of varying sizes, all

offering a private safe,

hairdryer, direct-dial

telephone and satellite TV.

SERVICES
Public areas include a

lounge

and bar area and a

restaurant where you will

discover the delicious tastes

of the Piedmontese and

classic Italian cuisine and

wines.

.



HOTEL OLIMPIC ***
HB - On request

THE HOTEL
The Hotel Olimpic, situated in

a quiet yet central area of

Sestriere, at only 200m from the

main square

(Piazza Fraiteve) and 650m from

the main ski lifts. 

ROOMS
The hotel has a total of 27

bedrooms of varying sizes, all

offering a private safe, direct-

dial telephone, satellite TV,

hairdryer and Wi-Fi.

SERVICES
Public areas include a lounge

and bar area, and restaurant

where you will discover the

delicious tastes of the

Piedmontese and classic Italian

cuisine and wines. Guests can

leave their skis at the ski

deposit on the slopes and their

ski boots at the heated boot

deposit of the hotel.



HOTEL TORRE ***
BB/HB - Free Sale 

THE HOTEL
The Hotel Torre was

Sestriere’s first hotel, opened in

1932 by the Senator Giovanni

Agnelli of the FIAT family. It is a

simple hotel with a perfect

location, on the ski slopes,

not far from the main lifts, and

in Piazza Agnelli, one of the

resort’s main squares.

ROOMS
The 84 rooms are comfortably

decorated and suitable for single or

double use plus four for families. Each

room is equipped with color TV,

telephone, safe, private bathroom and

hairdryer.

SERVICES
Public areas include a piano

bar, a self-service restaurant and a

small fitness area with gym, swimming

pool and sauna.

The entertainment staff of the Hotel

Torre Rossa offers a daily program with

games and organized activities, at the

nearby sister hotel, Duchi d’Aosta,

where there are also evening shows

and disco in the recently enovated

amphitheatre.



HOTEL DUCHI D'AOSTA ***
BB/HB - Free Sale 

THE HOTEL
Built in 1933 by the Fiat family,

together with the Principi di

Piemonte, the Duchi

d’Aosta was the second hotel in

Sestriere. Together with its sister,

Hotel Torre, its round tower

shape has made it a symbol of

Sestriere. Located

close to the ski slopes and the

centre of Sestriere this hotel is

perfect for those that want a

simple but comfortable and well

positioned hotel.

ROOMS
The majority of the 193 bedrooms can

be twin or double, whilst some have a

small 3rd bed or bunk beds (suitable

for children only) close to the door. The

3rd bed in the triple rooms is

1,70cm and the bunk beds are 1,60cm.

All have a private bathroom, hair dryer,

safe, TV and telephone.

SERVICES
The communal areas have been

tastefully refurbished and offer shops,

a bar, a lounge and a theatre area for

the entertainment.

Guests can use the services suitable at

Hotel Torre, like the ski room, a small

fitness area with gym, swimming pool

and sauna.

 



Sauze d’Oulx (1,509m) is known as “the balcony of the Alps”,

winter in Sauze is a paradise for true ski lovers. The slopes of this

small township form part of the Vialattea, one of the best

prepared, largest and professional ski areas in the world.

The resort is centred around a beautiful  historical centre that

dates back to the 16th century, with winding cobbled streets and

bars and restaurants set in former cellars with stone-vaulted

ceilings, creating a picturesque backdrop to a dynamic holiday.

 

 

 

With a wide array of services such as traditional mountain hotels,

delectable restaurants on and off the ski slopes, numerous après

ski activities, several wine bars, pubs and clubs with live music or

professional deejays you are sure to experience true comfort and

excitement in one single vacation. With  amazing natural

scenery, ideal slopes for even the most acrobatic of skiers, and

sensational evenings, lit up by torch light descents and

extravagant parties, you will never forget your trip here!

SAUZE D' OULX



Grand Hotel Besson **** (BB/HB) – Free Sale

Hotel La Torre *** (BB/HB) – Free Sale

Hotel Serendipity *** (BB) – Free Sale

Hotel K2 *** (BB/HB) - On request

Hotel Clotes *** (BB) - On request

Chalet Faure *** (BB) – On request

Holiday Debili *** (HB) – Free Sale

Hotel Stella Alpina *** (HB) - On request

Gran Trun *** (BB) – Free Sale

Chalet del Sole *** (HB) – Free Sale

Hotel Assietta ** (BB) – Free Sale

ABC Apartments (SC) – Free Sale

 

SAUZE D'OULX ACCOMMODATIONS



GRAND HOTEL BESSON ****
BB/HB - Free Sale

THE HOTEL
Formerly a summer resort for the

Martini & Rossi employees, this

historical 1950’s building has

been transformed into an

elegant and comfortable hotel.

The typical mountain materials

(wood and stone) together with

the most up-to-date

technologies have created a

warm and welcoming

atmosphere

ROOMS
The 44 rooms, from standard

to deluxe are equipped with

telephone, satellite tv, safe,

minibar and hairdryer.

BAR & RESTAURANT
After a day on the ski, you

can relax and warm in the

lobby area in front of the

fireplace and take a drink at

the Bar Besson. The

restaurant of the GH Besson

offers the scents and flavors

of the valley and traditional

Piedmontese cuisine with

reinterpretations of classic

Italian cuisine.

WELLNESS CENTER
The Besson Spa Regeneration,

is the perfect solutions for who

want take a break from the

slopes or just want take some

relax. The spa has: a Sauna in a

separate chalet, swimming

pool with salt water, Jacuzzi,

kneipp path and the

possibilities to book some

treatments.



HOTEL LA TORRE ****
BB/HB - Free Sale

THE HOTEL
A warm and welcoming

atmosphere awaits you in this

unique round tower hotel. Hotel

La Torre is situated in a quiet

residential area close to the

heart of the ski resort, only 450m

from the central Clotes lift/slope,

getting there is easy either on

foot or private shuttle service

ROOMS
The 109 rooms and 5 mini-

suites in the Hotel La Torre

are spacious and

comfortable, offering

inspirational views of either

the beautiful mountain valley

or of the town.

BAR & RESTAURANT
After a long day of

skiing, the refined piano bar in

the hotel lobby is a perfect place

to relax and enjoy a unique local

wine. The relaxing restaurant

offers a panoramic view of the

Alpine peaks encircling the

valley. The scenery provides an

ideal setting for the delightful

Italian dishes prepared by expert

chefs. 

WELLNESS CENTER
The modern beauty farm,

equipped with

a relaxing plunge pool,

Jacuzzis, saunas, and steam

rooms, is guaranteed to

leave you feeling fresh and

ready to take on the world.



HOTEL SERENDIPITY ***
BB - Free Sale  

THE HOTEL
The Serendipity Hotel is a

beautiful mountain hotel

situated 200m from the central

Piazza Assietta. This new family

run hotel in Sauze was built in

2015. Here, guests will

completely

understand the meaning of

“Serendipity”!

ROOMS
Wooden floors, wood and stone

decoration on the walls give at the 20

rooms the feeling of been in a typical

mountain hotel, but the owners also

emphasize the beauty of these rooms

with fine furniture, light colours and all

the comfort. 

The hotel also has 3 suites each of

which has its own special 

 characteristic.

 

SERVICES
The buffet breakfast

offers a wide choice of croissants and

homemade cakes and it also offers

savoury and gluten free choices.

The hotel Serendipity has a beautiful

terrace where clients can sunbathe

or enjoy a bath in the external

Jacuzzi tub.



HOTEL K2 ***
BB/HB - On request

THE HOTEL
The K2 is a brand new 3 star

hotel located in a central

position, just off Piazza Assietta,

opening in December 2016, from

a total renovation of what was

the Florida Prata.

ROOMS
The hotel has a total of  23 rooms, with

18 rooms on the first floor and 5 on the

ground floor (of which 2 are accessible

for disabled people). All rooms are

elegantly decorated in a warm modern

alpine style. They all have LCD tv,

private shower room, safe and

independently controlled heating

 

BAR & RESTAURANT
The hotel also offers a cosy

bar and lounge area for the clients

where they will have breakfast or

enjoy a typical aperitivo at the end of

their day of ski.



HOTEL CLOTES ***
BB - On request

THE HOTEL
This well-run 3 star BB hotel was

completely renovated for

January 2017 in a

traditional mountain décor.

ROOMS
This Ideal for the couple,

family and group of friends, with its 18

rooms, from double/twin to quadruple,

some rooms has balcony. All rooms

have flat television, safe, hairdryer and

courtesy line.

 

BAR & RESTAURANT
A buffet breakfast wait you

each morning in the bar, with some

sweet and salt products and with a

different choice of hot and cold

drink.

After a cold day on the slopes you

can relax and warm yourself in the

lounge area, where there is

the bar, tv and Wi-Fi connection.



CHALET FAURE *** 
BB - On request

THE HOTEL
The recently restored Chalet

Faure is a beautiful

historic building situated in the

historical centre of Sauze d’Oulx,

it is a small walk away from bars,

restaurants, and shops. 

Chalet Faure is perfectly

located only 300m from the

central Clotes lift / ski slope.

ROOMS
The hotel was designed by the Faure

family with the intent to offer a warm

and intimate atmosphere in all 11

rooms. 

Each room is equipped with the

amenities expected by the well-

seasoned traveller, including a

television and mini-bar.

 

SERVICES
Enjoy a delicious fresh breakfast on

the second floor, or head to the

ground floor to enjoy a traditional

health spa featuring a Scottish

shower, Jacuzzi, steam room, and

herbal infusion relaxing area. You

are also able to book a range of

massages including a sport or stone

massages.



SERVICES
In the hotel’s restaurant, you

will taste homemade dishes typical

from the Susa Valley, together with

different international options,

accompanied by a vast choice of

Italian and regional wines.

There is also a spacious living room

where you can relax and spend time in

the company of friends, and a new

Sauna on the last floor of the hotel,

with a beautuful view over the

mountains.

HOTEL HOLIDAY DEBILI ***
HB - Free Sale

THE HOTEL
The Holiday Debili is a family-run

hotel situated in the centre of

Sauze, and only 150 metres from

the central Clotes lift / ski slope

and 50m from the resort’s

shuttle bus stop.

ROOMS
The 35 bedrooms are spacious, bright,

and have two or three beds. The family

rooms have four beds. Both the

bedrooms and bathrooms

have been recently renovated and are

elegantly furnished. Rooms are

equipped with satellite TV, direct

telephone and balcony. The oak wood

floors help to create a particularly

warm and welcoming atmosphere.

 



HOTEL STELLA ALPINA ***
HB - On request

THE HOTEL
The Stella Alpina is an

excellent three star hotel, which

has been gradually built up

during the 28

years that British born Caroline

Eydallin has been running it. 

Superbly situated at the

foot of the Clotes ski slope and

close to the chairlift

ROOMS
The hotel offers standard and

superior rooms, all well-furnished with

handmade wood furniture, televisions

and telephones. The superior rooms are

bigger and have hydro massage baths.

The 38 rooms are distributed between

the central block of the hotel, and two

annexes max 50m away from the main

entrance.

 

BAR & RESTAURANT
There is a welcoming après ski

bar on the ground floor with open

fire and a restaurant on the first floor

reserved for hotel guests.



HOTEL GRAN TRUN ***
BB - Free sale

THE HOTEL
The Gran Trun is conveniently

located in a quiet area of the old

town of Sauze d'Oulx, only 350

metres  from the central Clotes

lift / ski slope.

This charming bed and

breakfast hotel is the ideal

choice for those who are looking

for an inviting and distinctive

accommodation, with an

informal friendly atmosphere.

ROOMS
All of the 11

bedrooms have recently been

renovated and are equipped with

satellite Television.

LOUNGE BAR
The lounge, bar and breakfast

room are on the ground floor with

the original vaulted ceilings that

creates a unique and fascinating

atmosphere reminiscent of the

village’s historic past.



CHALET DEL SOLE ***
HB - Free Sale

THE CHALET
Chalet del Sole is a small

wooden chalet situated just off

the main Clotes ski slope, approx

300 metres uphill from the

Clotes chairlift and 1 km from

the centre of the resort

ROOMS
The chalet has 7 luminous

bedrooms with television and ensuite

bathrooms. 

The furniture style is

country-rustic, warm and comfortable.

BAR & RESTAURANT
Breakfast and dinner are

served in the welcoming restaurant,

with a wide choice of traditional and

typical recipes. 

The bar and sun terrace is available

for relaxing throughout the day. 

Come after a long day of skiing and

enjoy the atmosphere.



THE HOTEL
Located in the main square of

Sauze d’Oulx, this hotel is the

perfect choice for those

looking for a central, well-run

friendly hotel

ROOMS
There are 18 rooms of

different sizes, ranging from doubles to

family rooms, all equipped with ensuite

bathrooms, satellite television and

telephone.

BAR & RESTAURANT
The bar and restaurant below

is popular with tourists and locals

alike, and the sun terrace is

particular favourite.

HOTEL ASSIETTA **
BB - Free Sale



THE APARTMENTS
These private

apartments are situated in

residential blocks around the

centre of Sauze

d'Oulx. The majority are

maximum 500 metres from the

central Clotes lift / ski slope. The

style and facilities varies from

apartment

to apartment.

KIND OF APARTMENTS
The proposed

typologies of apartments are: the

studio apartment for 2 or 4 people, the

2-roomed apartment for up to 5/6

people, the 3-roomed apartment for up

to 6

people

SERVICES
Each apartments has a kitchen

corner/area, Wi-Fi , and are provided

by :

Towels and linen, electricity, hot

water, heating consumption

ABC APARTMENTS
SC - Free Sale



LIVE THE
MOUNTAINS

APRÈS SKI DINNER AFTER DINNER

Try alternative

experineces such as:

Snowmobiling 

Sled dogging

Rally driving on ice

Fat e-biking

Snow shoeing

Spas

 

The perfect way to finish a

day on the snow.

All our resorts have

après ski bars for

partying and more

sophisticated bars

where you can discover

the ritual of the Italian

aperitif.

Italian cuisine is the best in

world, so try the Italian

dishes and typical mountian

food.

We offer both traditional

restaurants in the village and

high altitude dinners with

snowcat or snowmobile

transportation.

Bar, pub or Club?

You choose how you

want to finish your

perfect day on the

Italian mountains....

THE MOUNTAINS ARE NOT JUST
ABOUT SKIING or SNOWBOARDING:



WHO WE ARE

footer

DENISE HART

General Manager &

Technical Director

VALERIA TRIBOLO

Operations

executive



Contact Information

Via Rivoira Don 24, 10060 San Secondo di Pinerolo
(TORINO)

MAILING ADDRESS

info@discoveryitaly.org

EMAIL ADDRESS

+39 011 3473640

PHONE NUMBER


